
00:12:34 Malinda: HI everyone - happy Friday!  
00:13:07 Carolyn Crosby: my wall goods are out for delivery today  
00:13:21 Cheryl: hello  from Saskatchewan   
00:15:25 GrandPenny: Greetings from Winchester, VA!  
00:15:27 Suzie: hi Suzie from Montreal  
00:15:45 Crystal Garcia: Winchester!! Hi from Warrenton, VA   
00:16:05 Carolyn Crosby: hi from Carolyn in Anchorage!  
00:16:23 Janet Bondanella: hi from Jan in PA  
00:16:43 Crystal Garcia: Ohhh Alaska must be beautiful   
00:16:45 Margaret Wagner: Margaret from dallas  
00:17:03 Janet Bondanella: I love KS!  
00:17:13 Tamara Kay: How do I get that job lol   
00:17:16 iPhone: hello from NYC  
00:17:27 Melissa Taylor: Hi from North Carolina!  
00:17:29 Malinda: cant wait for KS 5.0!  
00:18:38 Crystal Garcia: All of them  
00:18:39 Malinda: I have all  
00:18:39 Kimberly Hicks: All 4!  
00:18:45 iPhone: 4&5  
00:18:46 Dianne Burr: yh  
00:18:47 Janet Bondanella: all star  
00:18:49 Sandy: All  
00:18:49 Nancy Bluhm: 2 and 5  
00:18:51 Jan: I have all  
00:18:52 Dianne Burr: 5  
00:18:52 karen w: ks 4 and ks 5  
00:18:53 Debra Ross: none  
00:18:54 Maureen Luddy: I am an ALL STAR!!!  
00:18:54 Cheryl: i  have  all stars  
00:18:54 Elizabeth Harris: all of them!  
00:18:54 jeanneklaver: I own All of the KS!  
00:18:55 Tamara Kay: Not done it. Always seem to have other financial priorities when it comes up   
00:18:56 Karen Conley: all 5  
00:18:56 Mary: I am an all star!  
00:18:56 GrandPenny: I don't own any YET!  
00:18:56 janetimson: I’ve never done knit stars  
00:18:57 Mary Bass: I have never owned Knit Stars  
00:18:57 Elizabeth Abrams: I have 1 & 2  
00:18:58 Margaret Wagner: I have none.  
00:18:59 kathie: all star  
00:19:00 Melissa Taylor: I believe I have 2 and 3.  
00:19:00 Marci  - Th'Red Head: none  
00:19:01 Pam Holton: Allstars  
00:19:02 Suzie: i have 3  and keep watching it over and over  
00:19:05 Cecelia Landin: Never done knit stars. Should there be any particular one to start with?  
00:19:06 Susan: Greetings from an All Star in Drums, PA.  
00:19:08 Malinda: i early bird signed up :)  
00:19:10 Peggy: I own all 5 KnitStars!  
00:19:11 Linda: Hi everyone from Palos Hills, IL!  
00:19:18 Helen Ashenfelter: 3, 4 and 5  
00:19:21 Carolyn Crosby: I signed up for #5 for first time. did it in the Spring  
00:19:22 Judy Bland: I have 4 looking forward to 5  
00:19:28 slockridge: Hello everyone, I am at work, so I am only listening. Finally able to join you guys.  From NC  
00:19:28 Karen Dodrill: I’m an allstar— Own all 5  



00:19:32 lesleyscott: Hi , I started in Season 3 but have now picked up all of them . I love them Really inspired me o
n  
00:19:36 iPhone771-779-2023kay: bought the one coming up. new to your Loops.  
00:19:44 Linda: I want to celebrate 2020 being gone!  
00:19:48 Maureen Luddy: 2021 cannot come soon enough!!!  
00:20:04 Carol Clapp: I have 2 and looking forward to get more. Hilton Head, SC  
00:20:10 iPhoneBeth Scott: all of them  
00:22:55 Maureen Luddy: Sounds like Noro. pretty, but not scratchy for some of them?????  
00:23:01 Kara: hello everyone!  
00:24:17 susan: Whose phone number is on the screen?  
00:24:59 Malinda: yes  
00:25:02 Kimberly Hicks: Yes it was great  
00:25:02 Cecelia Landin: Swag Mag is awesome!!  
00:25:03 iPhone: yes  
00:25:07 Malinda: great job!  
00:25:20 Melissa Taylor: Swag Mag was fantastic!  
00:25:22 jeanneklaver: Love it! Especially Tukasa’s piece!  
00:25:36 kay. thank you!: swag mag is the blue bag?  
00:26:02 jeanneklaver: Her work is always awesome!  
00:26:04 Malinda: loved reading your story!  
00:26:11 Melissa Taylor: Swag Mag comes via email!  
00:26:21 susan: Tukasa.  Your knitting is beautiful.  Thank you so much for sharing them with us.  
00:26:37 Tukasa: Thank you!  
00:26:42 Carolyn Crosby: I am 3 hours behind, but downloaded Swag mag when I got up. have peeked but haven’t r
ead yet.  
00:26:42 Janet Bondanella: love it  
00:26:44 Cecelia Landin: All the pictures were fantastic.  Loved the colors  
00:26:44 Jackie Muller: Tukasa’s smile makes me happy :)  
00:27:03 Suzie: can’t wait to read it I have been unpacking from our move will read it later tonight  
00:27:27 Tamara Kay: Love those robots Tukasa  
00:27:34 Tukasa: All the members of this group make me happy!  
00:27:58 Malinda: very excited about Romi and Neighborhood Fibers  
00:29:21 GrandPenny: I appreciate the gift tags from the SwagMag to kickstart my gifts "complete" list for Christma
s.  
00:29:36 Kara: how do you get to it all!  
00:29:59 Suzie: just want to thank you for holding onto my blue bag and two other orders until I moved yesterday. B
ekah was a great help and everyone else for doing this for me.  
00:30:48 Maureen Luddy: I suggest Keith Leonard, the independent dyer and finishing expert from Knit Snobs an K
nit’s All Done - he has personality plus and would be an amazing Knit Star  
00:31:48 Kimberly Hicks: Ever any thought to having a Crochet Star?  
00:32:49 Janet Bondanella: whatever you decide will be fabulous.  
00:37:22 GrandPenny: I love the goodies in the bag!  I'm thankdful for DK.  
00:37:26 Mary: I started the new blue bag but the brown is so heavy it is hard to see the bobbles and lace pattern.   
00:37:28 Tamara Kay: I'm doing Jimmy Bean's Halloween advent thing, but plan on caking the bluebag yarn this we
ekend   
00:37:37 Carol Clapp: I need more pattern ideas for my blue bag. I love the yarn.  
00:37:58 Jackie Muller: When was the blue bag sent out?  Anyone in NY receive theirs yet?  
00:38:02 Elizabeth Harris: pretty cables!  
00:38:37 Carolyn Crosby: I’ve been temporarily distracted by Casapinka, but finished a Fringeworthy this week.  
00:38:53 Janet Bondanella: Mikasa, I love the robot idea for needle storage!  
00:39:01 Maureen Luddy: what was the name of the cable project, it is beautiful  
00:39:03 Elizabeth Harris: I am practicing Portuguese knitting!  
00:39:37 Tamara Kay: Elizabeth, how's that going?   
00:39:41 Click Stars LLC: Ok I’ve got to jump off! See you all next time!  



00:39:52 Janet Bondanella: Tukasa, I love the idea of storing needles in robot.  
00:40:25 Tukasa: Thank you! I love the robot chests and actually have 5 robots!  
00:41:03 Crystal Garcia: Gorgeous  
00:41:09 Elizabeth Harris: Very good!  Thanks for asking. Purling is very similar to continental, and I have gotten th
e hang of knitting  
00:41:34 Janet Bondanella: Did you make the robots yourself?  
00:42:07 Tukasa: I bought the robots on the online furniture shop.  
00:42:46 Kay ’s iPad: just finished a swirl hat for Christmas present. have to make a pom.  
00:43:11 Janet Bondanella: Tukasa, thank you.  I have knitting in guest room.  it’s a great way to have everything at 
hand.  
00:43:31 Kara: oops opened it- thanks for the cute little things! I need a carry along Pom Pom maker  
00:44:31 Melissa Taylor: I loved the enamel pin in the blue bag!  So cheerful!  :-)  
00:45:40 Tukasa: The enamel pin makes me smile. I love it.  
00:47:23 Kara: you are amazing!  
00:50:00 susan: That is amazing.  
00:50:03 Kara: knitting mastermind  
00:50:32 Kara: you can knit and purl - you can do anything  
00:51:05 Suzie: for sure you can do it, if you get stuck go to loops with your questions you can do it don’t underesti
mate yourself  
00:51:54 Elizabeth Harris: The cozy was a great starter with steering!  
00:51:55 Carol Clapp: I am terrified by steeking.  
00:55:07 Elizabeth Harris: CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!!!!!  
00:55:18 Jan: Well done  
00:55:36 Melissa Taylor: Outstanding !  
00:56:46 Judy Bland: really nice to hear how people overcome problems  
00:57:47 Elizabeth Harris: So cute!  
00:57:49 Melissa Taylor: Great socks, Karen!  
00:57:53 Suzie: great socks  
00:58:21 Tukasa: A cute colored sock!  
00:58:27 Kara: they look great!  
00:58:37 Mary Bass: She will love those socks!  
00:58:37 Kara: so on trend  
00:59:36 iPhone: Jackie Muller - yes, I’m in NYC and got mine about a week ago.  
01:00:20 Elizabeth Harris: You go girl!  
01:00:32 Crystal Garcia: Wow, rock star!  
01:00:54 Kara: wow can you list those on face book? I feel the same have you heard of olive knits.  
01:01:00 Carol Clapp: What is the keychain that came with my hot wall yarn?  
01:01:37 iPhone: I’m working on Sharon Show, too, as we speak - I’m only on week 3 but I’ve done a lot of picking
 up dropped stitches,etc., really learning a lot!  
01:01:58 Judy: The keychain is a way to open doors or push ATM buttons without touching them.  
01:04:01 Judy: Koigu Knit Stars 1  
01:04:53 Kara: good luck moving in!  
01:05:54 Kara: I like double points too  
01:06:05 slockridge: So glad I was able to listen today. While I still work full time, I feel so much better knowing th
at others are just like me. blue bag projects, and behind on knit alongs.   
01:06:20 Judy: DPNs rule! (But I’m going to try the Addi FlexiFlips  
01:06:32 Carolyn Crosby: I use 2 circular needles for socks.  
01:08:14 Melissa Taylor: I learned how to use two circulars for socks at a Vogue Knitting Live Virtual workshop!  I'
m surprised at how much I like the rhythm of using them!  
01:09:06 Maureen Luddy: There are two books including a new one with patterns for the Koigu paint boxes in case 
you want something besides the rising  
01:09:55 Kara: a Carol wall!  
01:10:27 iPhone: I’ve only done a few pairs of socks & a few hats on 2 circulars - then tried Magic Loop and do soo
oo much better that way. I think it’s because you have 2 fewer needle end flopping around.   



01:11:33 Suzie: well everyone stay healthy and safe have a great weekend  
01:13:39 Cheryl: thank  you  take  care and be  safe   
01:13:40 Mary: thank you  
01:13:42 Melissa Taylor: Have a great weekend, everyone.  Stay safe!  Hugs to all!  
01:13:47 Diana Hauser: thank you!  
01:13:52 iPhone: ty  


